
cash, a proceeding of which some ap- 
proved, some disapproved.. . .Mug- 
geridge has some claim to be the first 
writer of his sort to disturb this Left 
Wing complacency in a lively m a n n e ~ . ~  

But the essence of Muggeridge remains, as 
far as I can see, yet undiscovered. Who is 
he really? His writings have depth of per- 
sonality, but no writer can get completely 
out of his skin and see himself as others see 
him. This is especially true in Muggeridge's 
case, for he confesses to an exorbitant 
egotism. The biographer's task is made 
more difficult exactly because Muggeridge 
converted to orthodox Christianity. I t  is in- 
escapable that in the modem world a 
Christian personality will appear super- 
ficial and somehow fraudulent. This is 
what T.S. Eliot no doubt meant when he 
said there could be no Pascal in the twen- 
tieth century. But, one way or another, the 
difficult job needs to be done, especially, in 
the present case, because Muggeridge is 
the most interesting recent example we 
l.--*,. *la"\. -c "I "* l . IYL'~. .  ir. ccnccrd cr 
discord -with the world. 

a PhAo+:-- 

Reviewed by KENNETH ZARETZKE 

'Part of My L$e (London, 1977), p. 279. 'Debts of 
Honour (London, 1980). p. 184. sFaces in My Time 
(New York, 1980), p. 84. 

The Investigatory Net 

Naming Names, by Victor Navasky, New 
York: VikingPress, 1980. xvi + 482pp. 
$1 5.95. 

NATION EDITOR Victor Navasky's prolix ac- 
count of the torments, real and imaginary, 
which the House Committee on Un- 
American Activities inflicted on defiant 
Hollywood witnesses about a quarter of a 
century ago is a book that I found hard to 
put down for fear that I would not pick it 
up again. 

Mr. Navasky's book is the misbegotten 
result of mating history with sermonizing. 
As in the medieval miracle plays, Good 
wrestles with Evil. The incarnation of Evil 
is not the Soviet Union with its death 
camps, its pyramids of skulls, its global 
crusade to stifle human freedom. Nor is it 
the American agents of this monstrous 
machine. The evil ones, in Navasky's 
distorted vision, are the internal security 
agencies which investigated communist in- 
filtration of the motion picture industry 
and those witnesses who testified truthfully 
concerning the matter. 

Should Americans have cooperated with 
the House Committee? The law seems clear 
enough. Although the Constitution is silent 
on the matter, English Common Law gave 
Parliament wide powers of inquiry; the 
Supreme Court has held that a Congres- 
sional investigation should be presumed to 
be legitimate; nor is there doubt that Con- 
gress can compel testimony. 

The Hollywood investigations occurred 
shortly after the transition from war 
alliance with Russia to the cold war and 
the Korean conflict. At the time, the 
American motion picture industry was the 
most powerful unofficial agency of indirect 
propaganda and indoctrination in the 
world. Communists and fellow travellers 
were entrenched in strategic positions 
throughout the film industry, mainly as 
writers and actors. They did what they 
could to use motion pictures as class-war and 
pro-Soviet weapons. They worked to prevent 
anti-Communists from getting jobs in 
Hollywood and, where they could, destroyed 
their positions. 

Ten hard-core Hollywood Communists 
defied the Committee, dishonorably wrap- 
ping themselves in the First Amendment 
and posing as Jeffersonian democrats. The 
First Amendment prevents Congress from 
passing laws abridging freedom of speech. 
It guarantees the right to speak, but not 
the right to be heard. It does not compel 
the motion picture industry to employ peo- 
ple it believes disloyal to their country. Nor 
does it give the latter carte blanche to defy 
the Congress of the United States. Hence, 
the ten defiant ones went to prison. 
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Budd Schulberg, one of the most 
talented of screen writers, was in the Party 
briefly in the 1930’s, left it, testified, and 
named names. Years after attending a con- 
ference of Soviet writers in the U.S.S.R., 
Schulberg observed: 

Later on, it struck me that every 
single one of the [Russian] speak- 
ers-every single one - went to their 
death or disappeared. And these 
people- Lillian [Hellman], Dalton 
[Tnunbo], and Ring [Lardnerl-bd- 
shit about freedom. These are Nazis 
posing as libertarians. If the uohn 
Howard] Lawsons and Hellmans 
ever got into power, I think no 
one would have any freedom.. . . 

I think it would be very hard to get 
Lillian to criticize the death of a Soviet 
writer. They could be stretched on the 
rack at Lubianka Prison and Lillian 
would go back on the ferry to Martha’s 
Vineyard.. . . 

Ninety percent didn’t give names 
[before the House Committee] because 
they were under Communist Party 
discipline.. . .It’s easy to say that the 
Communist Party discipline was 
weak-but it was a splinter in the heart 
of the United States.. . . 

Without being paranoid, once I 
realized that all the writers I knew in the 
USSR were dead (or nonpersons) I felt 
that if the [V.J.] Jeromes were in power 
here, I’d be in the same kind of salt 
mine. So I didn’t feel ashamed [in front 
of the Committee]. I felt sad. It’s always 
sad to talk about something that disap- 
points.. . . 
There was a real cancer in the industry. 

Hollywood was loath to purge its ranks of 
subversives without the tremendous public- 
opinion pressure that the House Commit- 
tee public hearings generated. Those who 
testified truthfully about their Communist 
past and named others were given House 
Committee endorsement and were again 
employable. Those who refused to testify 
fully were blacklisted. The theory behind 
this procedure was the generally accepted 
one that an offender can expiate his of- l 

Modem Age 

feme by confession and remorse. It was, 
perhaps, about as civilized a way of 
eradicating a social evil as could have been 
devised though the Committee, I believe, 
should have concentrated on Communists 
with influence in the industry and on the 
Stalinist cadres, leaving the little off-and- 
on fellow travellers alone. An alternative 
would have been to fire the accused on the 
basis of the complete FBI files of Com- 
munist Party membership in Hollywood 
obtained from undercover informants. But 
this would have denied the accused the 
right to rebut the charges. 

Naming Names deals at- great length 
with the hyper-emotional reactions of left- 
wing directors, writers, and actors caught 
in the investigatory net. It regurgitates 
their longwinded self-justifications or else 
their hysterical and masochistic self- 
denunciations. Navasky taped the after- 
thoughts of the survivors of the House 
Committee probes, recording their in- 
credibly prolix and, at times, maudlin, in- 
coherent or scatological expressions of 
remorse or self-pity. Navasky himself 
characterizes some of these effusions as 
“petty, glib, talmudic, vitriolic.” 

Retrospectively, most of these witnesses, 
including many of the cooperative ones, 
vented their fury not on the Communist 
apparatus but on the House Committee. 
They give further evidence of the aliena- 
tion of the Hollywood-TV Clite from 
American society and  tradit ional 
American values. Ben Stein points out in 
his brilliant 1979 book, The View from 
Sunset Boulemrd, that the writer-director 
lords of the media perceive themselves as 
underdogs and outsiders, hate the rich, 
fear the military, see small-town middle 
America as a festering mass of corruption, 
but find kind hearts and noble souls in the 
slums. They fear an imaginary resurrection 
of Nazis, but are blind to the clear and pre- 
sent danger of Soviet-orchestrated ter- 
rorism. 

The men and women whom Navasky in- 
terviewed thirty years later had little 
remorse about having served Stalin’s 
engine of genocide. They seemed, for the 
most part, ideologically frozen in the 
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popular front mythology of the 1930’s. 
They emerge as people with pathetically 
weak ego structures. Ambitious, greedy, 
mendacious, sometimes treacherous and 
hysterical, they were almost always in- 
secure. When they lost their pocket com- 
missars, psychoanalysts filled the vacuum 
as surrogate authority figures. Today, ac- 
cording to articles in T V  Guide, cocaine 
has become the ego prop and the dope 
peddler is a rising figure in the power 
structure of this deformed microsociety. 

Under Navasky’s editorship, the Nation 
has presented unsound arguments and 
false testimony to show that convicted 
Soviet spy Alger Hiss was in reality the in- 
nocent victim of a frame-up. Thus, it is not 
strange that Navasky, like Hellman and 
Caute, makes little distinction between in- 
nocent and guilty witnesses. To  him all in- 
formers are evil. 

As Navasky observes, most of the 
Hollywood witnesses were Jews. Most failed 
to perceive the similarity between Nazi and 
Soviet genocide. Most of’the 20 million or 
so human beings sent to their deaths by the 
Stalin dictatorship were non-Jews. Did they 
suffer less than Hitler’s victims? Were they 
not equally innocent? 

“Norman Thomas, who should have 
known better, talked of red fascism,” 
Navasky observes mournfully. Ever the 
didact, he tells us that Thomas overlooked 
“the profound difference between Mam- 
ists, who identified with the weak and 
spoke the language of social justice, and 
fascists, who identified with an Clite and 
spoke the language of racism and 
violence. ” 

Men of good will (myself, I believe, 
among them) were drawn into the Com- 
unist labyrinth. But advancement within 
that order, as in the Nazi and other 
totalitarian systems, was a process of in- 
cremental moral perversion in which 
humanitarianism was alchemized in 
reverse into total obedience to a genocidal 

power. Anybody who looks with a candid 
eye at current Soviet military-police state 
conduct will need little persuasion that 
Navasky’s distinction is either cynical 
deception of others or naive self-delusion. 

Navasky argues that the witnesses should 
have defied the Committee, taken the First 
Amendment, and closed ranks to quash 
the investigation. He seeks to justify this 
with an emotional attack on informers. He 
quotes Christian anathemas against Judas 
Iscariot. But Judas betrayed his coun- 
tryman and his faith. An American witness 
who named former Communist associates 
at a time when international Communism 
was killing 50,000 Americans in Korea, 
was informing not on his compatriots but 
on his country’s enemies. 

Navasky quotes with gusto a silly judg- 
ment by E.M. Forster: “If I had to choose 
between betraying my country and betray- 
ing my friend, I hope I should have the 
guts to betray my country.” The morality 
of testifying against friends or former 
friends is a matter of weighing conflicting 
values. What sort of friendship is involved? 
What sort of betrayal of country? In Nazi 
Germany and Soviet Russia children were 
praised for eavesdropping on their parents 
and thus sometimes sending them to their 
deaths. Civilized people would go to prison 
rather than act in this fashion. But if a 
man discovers that a friend adheres to an 
enemy power and gives that power aid and 
comfort, the situation is different. 

Naming Names reinforces the Soviet 
disinformation line that Communists are 
not conspirators committed to betrayal of 
their country. In his small way, Navasky is 
one of those “terrible oversimplifiers,” 
who, according to Jacob Burckhardt, cause 
so much moral havoc and so many per- 
nicious ideologies in the modern world. It 
is a pity that a good mind and a fluent pen 
should be chained to an evil cause. 

Reviewed by NATHANIEL WEYL 
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T h e  Arts in Society 
Art in Action, by Nicholas Wolterstorff, 

Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.  
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1980. x + 
240 pp ,  

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION is currently 
reevaluating the patronage of the National 
Endowments for both the Arts and the 
Humanities. Cuts of up to fifty percent 
have been recommended for both En- 
dowments. At the heart of the federal aid 
issue are questions concerning the purpose 
of art and the function of the artist in 
society. Art is a part of the complete 
cultural framework just as man’s aesthetics 
are a part of his entire being. Practically 
everyone, regardless of political persuasion 
or social standing, is exposed to some form 
of art in the course of a day. The arts are, 
and should continue to be, a recognized 
and important ingredient in people’s lives. 
Art in Action, by Nicholas Wolterstorff, 
professor of philosophy at Calvin College, 
proposes a novel approach to the arts that 
could serve to rejuvenate and redirect the 
American cultural enterprise. 

The contemporary Western perspective 
on art is that art exists solely for the pur- 
pose of aesthetic contemplation. This ap- 
proach is rejected by Wolterstorff in favor 
of the notion that art serves a legitimate 
and important function in everyday life. 
His thesis is that “works of art are in- 
struments and objects of action” for both 
the artist and the public. He tackles the 
fundamental question of the definition and 
purpose of art. “Art-so often thought of 
as a way of getting out of the world-is 
man’s way of acting in the world. Ar- 
tistically man acts,” says Wolterstorff. Art 
serves no specific purpose, but plays “an 
enormous diversity of roles in human life.” 
Eight major arts are defined: music, 
poetry, drama, literary fiction, visual 
depiction, ballet and modem dance, film, 
and sculpture. Wolterstorff focuses on the 
importance of recognizing these arts as 
both imtruments of action on the part of 
the artist and objects of action as used and 
viewed by the public. He argues, therefore, 

that the artist intends a public use for his 
artwork. “The Romantic notion that the 
artist simply pours his soul into his work 
with no thought of any public use for that 
work is wildly false to the realities of art.” 

The  author creates an intricate 
framework of reference for discussing art’s 
place in society; he also attempts to define 
every step in the process of clarifying the 
complex cultural structure that evolves. He 
applies a theoretical approach to his 
philosophic discussion through the use of 
diagrams to explain the multifunctional 
role of art. Progressing logically from point 
to point, Wolterstorff intermittently pauses 
to dwell on potentially ambiguous phrases, 
situations, and especially definitions. For 
example, in a chapter entitled “The 
Aesthetic,” he introduces his own set of 
symbols and terminology to describe the 
aesthetic dimension of reality and of works 
of art. But after reading seven pages of ex- 
planation concerning aesthetic qualities, 
aesthetic character, and canonical presen- 
tation, the reader is relieved to have the 
author’s admission that “the preceding ex- 
planation of the aesthetic [may have been] 
dizzying.” Art in Action abounds in con- 
ceptual confusions and is not a book to be 
read quickly. The arrangement in outline 
form, with’each of five parts divided into 
chapters containing numerous sub- 
headings, brings coherence to the book. 
Each section works as a building block for 
the next. For instance, Part Three on “Art. 
in Christian Perspective” is based on “art” 
as defined in the forty-six pages of Part 
Two, entitled “Our Institution of High 
Art.” One feels a mounting sense of com- 
prehension as one moves from the early 
chapters  into the immersion of 
Wolterstorffs world of the arts in latter 
sections. 

Art in Action comes to grips with some 
of the essential questions facing the con- 
temporary Western perspective on art. The 
traditional approach to a work of art con- 
sists in isolating the object entirely from the 
context of action and from the world and 
intention of the artist, and focusing one’s 
attention simply on the object. However, 
the modem aesthetic tendencies devalue 
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